ABSTRACT In this paper, we design a novel architecture of distributed satellite cluster network (DSCN). In order to achieve a good trade-off between the energy consumption and the total capacity, we investigate the joint downlink power and time-slot allocation problem, taking into account the limitation of resource, collaborative coverage of multi-satellite, and dynamism, which is proved to be a Pareto optimization and NP-hard problem. Different from the existing 1-D multi-objective optimization algorithm (1D-MOA) based on meta-heuristics, such as immune clonal algorithm (ICA), we propose an improved 2-D dynamic immune clonal algorithm (TDICA) to search the solution space for approaching the Pareto front. From simulation results, several important concluding remarks are obtained as follows: 1) the proposed TDICA can obtain more non-dominated solutions in each iteration with better accuracy than existing algorithms; 2) with inter-satellite resource optimization, the total capacity can be improved; 3) compared with 1D-MOAs, the 2D-MOA can save more energy and achieve higher total capacity; d) MOAs can be transferred into multiple single-objective optimization algorithms (SOAs) under certain conditions. INDEX TERMS Distributed satellite cluster network (DSCN), resource allocation, multi-objective optimization algorithm (MOA), Pareto optimization
I. INTRODUCTION
To accomplish different communication tasks with different quality of service (QoS) requirement, diversified communication systems have been designed and developed over the past decades. However, different communication systems are independent and self-contained communication networks. Because of the high degree of heterogeneity among different systems, the information interaction and sharing between different systems are hard to realize, which decreases efficiency of the overall network. Motivated by this, the comprehensive space information network (SIN) has been proposed as an efficient framework to integrate existing communication systems. Many works concerned the network architecture of the SIN were published, such as fractionated space architectures [1] , space-based group [2] , F6 program [3] , clustered architecture [4] and DSCN [5] . One typical architecture based on distributed satellite clusters (DSC) is Fig. 1 . Different from other architectures, the DSCN adopts multiple clusters of satellites operating on the same orbit or adjacent orbits to supply global coverage. The satellite cluster is deployed as an alternative to the monolithic satellite, which improves the system capacity by cooperation of multi-satellite. With reasonable attitude control mechanism and powerful laser link, the networking is more flexible compared with other architectures. Each satellite can work independently, and the DSC is capable of self-healing and reconstruction when some satellites and links are failed, which improves the destruction resisting capacity [6] .
Generally, one typical DSCN consists of access nodes (users) and multiple clusters of the geostationary orbit (GEO) satellites, which accomplish complex tasks and supply multiple services by cooperation among satellites [6] . For such a comprehensive network, reasonable resource allocation among different users with QoS is the key means to realize information interaction and cooperative communication.
To the best of author's knowledge, the resource allocation for DSCN or SIN has not been well investigated. Most resource allocation strategies in satellite communication field concentrated on single-satellite communication network [7] , [8] . Notably, these works only concerned one objective with simplified constrains for resource allocation, such as minimizing the resource consumption and maximizing the system throughput [9] , [10] , which may cause deterioration of other performances when optimizing one objective. In [11] , the rate balancing and power minimization were considered for deriving the upper and lower bound of the ergodic rate, but the relationship between rate balancing and power minimization was undefined. A joint power and carrier allocation for multi-beam satellite downlink was proposed in [12] under individual signal-to-interference-plus-noise radio (SINR) constrains, but it only concerned the max-min SINR balancing problem without considering the resource consumption. A delay-aware power and bandwidth allocation algorithm for multi-user satellite downlinks was proposed in [13] . However, it divides the power and bandwidth into blocks with the same size, and these assumptions are not quit accurate for engineering practice. [14] presented a joint power and slot allocation algorithm for satellite downlinks to minimize the energy consumption, but it could lead to low QoS of users even the whole network is relatively free. [15] and [16] studied the resource allocation for cognitive satellite communication system in Ka bands, and [16] formulated the joint power and rate allocation as a Pareto optimization problem to find trade-off among different users. [17] investigated the power allocation in multi-beam satellite system with two conflicting objectives (power consumption and achieved rate), and a two-stage multi-objective optimization algorithm based on meta-heuristic methods was proposed to solve this problem. However, [15] - [17] did not consider the dynamism of the system. In our previous work [18] , we proposed a power allocation algorithm in distributed satellite system based on dynamic multi-objective optimization. However, the model was relatively simple, and it only considered the one-dimensional resource (power) allocation for downlinks. There are also some works concerned on the resource management in SIN. [19] considered the cooperative mechanism of relay satellites deployed on GEO and low Earth orbit (LEO) according to their different transport performances and orbital characteristics. A softwaredefined space information network was considered in [20] , a hybrid switching system that provides flexible bandwidth allocation for future laser and microwave SIN was proposed. [21] introduced inter-satellite routing technology for cooperative observation of the SIN. [19] - [21] only concerned the scenario that satellites in SIN serve as a data relay node, which is only one of the functions that satellites supply.
The DSCN can connect and integrate heterogeneous communication system to improve communication capacity and resource utilization by resource scheduling schemes [22] , [23] or cooperative communication technologies [24] . Effective routing protocols [25] and handover algorithms based on software-defined networking [26] , [27] in traditional satellite communication system could be introduced in this network to improve throughput and communication quality. However, the amount of resources in a single satellite is still limited, such as power, bandwidth, transponder, and time-slot. Different from traditional satellite system, resources are shared by multiple satellites with different users, and resource allocation must be optimized among different satellites and clusters. For satellite, energy saving is the key problem to improve working hours, especially when the solar-power module is breakdown or during a eclipse. On the other hand, it is important to reasonably allocate limited resource to improve the capacity for the whole network. Four fundamental green tradeoffs for 5G networks were analyzed in [28] , which indicated that the energy efficient (EE) was the most well known way to investigate the tradeoff between energy consumption and capacity. An overview of latest research on energy harvesting for 5G networks was provided in [29] , and the trade-off between EE and spectral efficiency (SE) was introduced briefly. With accurate channel estimation and known resource requirements, EE maximization methods in [30] - [32] can only alleviate the energy consumption to a certain extant because of the explosive data rate requirements in the future. Besides, the absolutely accurate estimation of channel conditions and the resource requirements is hard to achieve, and some of the resource must be reserved for QoS guarantee of users with high priorities. Hence, the allowance of allocation is commonly used for engineering practice, which means a comprehensive set of feasible solutions must be determined for autonomous decision-making of resource allocation. In this paper, we concentrate on the joint power and time-slots allocation problem in DSCN. We consider multi-beam satellites with overlapping courage and on-board processing payload to satisfy different resource requirements, which is more complicated for optimizing the whole network. Different from existing resource allocation methods which only consider resource saving or resource utilization, we introduce energy consumption and system capacity as optimization objectives to formulate a Pareto optimization problem to determine all feasible solutions between these two conflicting objectives. The main contributions of the present paper are summarized as follows:
• We design a reasonable model of DSCN dowlinks based on characteristics of SIN. The queue model is used to describe data arrival and waiting process, and the Rician fading model is introduced to model the fading of downlinks. Consider the resource limitation, collaborative coverage of multi-satellite and dynamism, a joint power and time-slot allocation problem is formulated to find the trade-off between energy efficient and communication quality.
• To analyze the mathematical characteristics of the proposed problem, we formulate this problem as a three-dimensional bin packing problem (3D-BPP), and describe the physical meaning of the length, width and height of the bins. Based on this, the complexity of the problem is analyzed, and we prove the problem is a NP-hard problem and a Pareto optimization problem, it provides the theoretical framework for designing a 2D-MOA based on heuristics.
• To solve the Pareto optimization problem we proposed, an improved two-dimensional dynamic immune clonal algorithm (TDICA) is designed according to the mathematical characteristics of the proposed problem. TDICA includes four modules, i.e., grid based initialization module, clonal module, quaternary inconsistent mutation module and 2D selecting and updating module. Through the simulation results, we analyze the performance of the proposed TDICA and the relationship between MOA and SOA. The findings of this paper suggest: a) The proposed TDICA has quicker convergence rate than the existing ICA, GA and NSGA-II and better accuracy than ICA, and the TDICA can find enough accurate Pareto solution under different arrival rate; b) With inter-satellite resource optimization, the total capacity can be improved; c) Compared with 1D-MOA, the 2D-MOA can save more energy to achieve the same total capacity, hence, it is more feasible to realize the trade-off between energy consumption and system capacity; d) The MOA can be transformed to SOA under certain constrains, and SOA can be regarded as the special case of MOA. Therefore, the Pareto solutions obtained by MOA is more comprehensive for reflecting the competitive relationship among objectives of SOAs, and the solution chosen from the Pareto solutions can preferably adapt to changes of complexity electromagnetic environment and communication requirements.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model and problem formulation. Section III analyzes the complexity of the problem and introduces the Pareto optimization. The joint power and timeslot allocation algorithm based on TDICA is proposed in Section IV. Numerical simulation results are provided in section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Generally speaking, a SIN is a network that is capable of achieving real-time acquisition, transmission, and processing space information using different space platforms, that is, geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) satellites, middle Earth orbit (MEO) satellites, low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites, stratospheric balloons, manned and unmanned aircraft, and so on, which is shown in Fig. 1 [5] . The SIN can be divided into two parts: backbone network and access network. Since the GEO satellite is perfect for supplying stable satelliteterrestrial links, we consider a network in Fig. 1 , including L clusters of GEO satellites operating on Ka band constructing the backbone network. Each cluster consists of M satellites, and each satellite covers N outside users (some users are covered by multiple satellites) in the access network and adopts multi-beam time division multiplex (TDM) for downlinks to serve different users simultaneously. The users are uniformly distributed in the coverage of K beams for each satellite. VOLUME 5, 2017 To improve the capacity with limited bandwidth resource, the total bandwidth B for each satellite is shared by K beams with the bandwidth reuse factor α, so the available bandwidth for each beam is B/α. Only one user can be served by a beam during a TDM time-slot, and the total power of a satellite payload is shared by users occupied the same time-slot. The total power of a satellite is assumed can be allocated flexibly with the help of necessary modules in satellite payload, e.g. multiport amplifiers (MPAs), flexible traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs) [17] . The user types are distinguished by packet arrival rates λ l,m,n and delay bounds D l,m,n (λ l,m,n and D l,m,n represent arrival rate and the delay bound of the n th user covered by the m th satellite in the l th cluster respectively). Each downlink user has a finite buffer, and the on-board processing payload transforms the uplink packets into downlink packets and classifies the downlink packets as queues into different buffers for transmission. The arrival process for each downlink user is independent and identically distributed. For packet p, the queuing time at timeslot t is qt l,m,n,p (t) = t − at l,m,n,p , where at l,m,n,p is the arrival time for packet k. If qt l,m,n,p (t) ≥ D l,m,n , the packet will be dropped from the queue and resent. The queuing length at beginning of t th allocation Q l,m,n (t) represents the resource requirement of n th user, and it can be calculated by
where
l,m,n represents packets arrived during allocation period t − 1, and q t−1 l,m,n is the total packets transmitted or dropped from the queue during allocation period t − 1. Known from [19] , queues must be finite to ensure the stability of the system, thus, the queues of users must satisfied
l,m,n − q t l,m,n < x = 1. The SIN architecture shown in Fig. 1 could be decoupled into two parts: the backbone network and the access network. The backbone network consists of distributed satellite clusters, satellites in the clusters are equivalent to each other in both payloads and functions. The access network consists of multiple users and nodes, including fixed one and movement one. The DSC integrates different communication systems and networks (such as satellite communication network, satellite-terrestrial observation system, high altitude platform network and internet of vehicles) to work together to realize complexity task by sharing resources and cooperating communication. The topology of DSCN is similar with clustered sensors networks, however, constrained by satellite payloads and link conditions, the DSCN has some unique characteristics:
• Heterogeneity: The accessed systems and networks use different transmission medium (laser or microwave) with multiple services (voice, video and data services).
The inter connections within a cluster and between multiple clusters are also heterogeneous.
• High dynamism: The topology of DSCN is changing with time dynamically, and multiple services and their traffic requests are constantly changing.
• Long time delay: The satellites of DSC are deployed on GEO orbit to supply stable connection for multi-system integration, and the multi-satellite relay communication for some circumstance can also increase data delay. 
A. THE MODEL OF DSCN DOWNLINKS
The DSCs have two kinds of fundamental functions, i.e, transmitting data packets from terminals to terminals and forwarding data packets from sources nodes to terminals or other relay nodes. In this paper, we only concern the downlinks of DSCN, and multiple nodes and stations accessed in the DSC can be regarded as different type of users. The system model of downlinks for single cluster is shown in Fig. 2 . The header is selected by satellites based on the link condition and system allowance. The header is responsible for collection information and connecting to other cluster to built the inter-cluster link in Fig. 1 . Satellites and header in a DSC can form a star network, mesh network or a hybrid network (shown as Fig. 2 ). The yellow links are steady links for packet routing between satellites, while the gray links are alternative links, which is only activated for interaction while required (some steady link is break or congested). To improve the connecting probability, satellites in a cluster overlapping cover a region, multiple satellites could serve the overlapping coverage with cooperative mechanism. There are two kinds of packets queues arriving for header, i.e, queues of packet from other clusters and queues of packets from different users.
As for rest of the satellites, there are only packets from different users. These two kinds of uplink packet queues are shown in Fig. 2 , and the colors represent target satellites (satellites covered the target users). With flexible on-board processing payload, the uplinks and downlinks could be decoupled, and the resource allocation for downlinks can be accomplished on-board. The network control center (NCC) is only responsible for uploading global control information (such as attitude control instruction for satellites and information for network reconstruction) and updating algorithms and protocols for on-board processing. This assumption is reasonable, since multi-satellites can share their computational resource with efficient cooperative mechanism to achieve powerful calculation capability. Different from the terrestrial communication system, we only consider outside users, since the inside users can only use a relay node (such as gateway) to access the satellite, and all terminals of users are assumed to connect the satellites directly. Therefore, the signal from satellites to users propagates over the air directly without any obstruction [33] - [35] , and the line of sight (LoS) signal is the strongest signal for satellite communication system [35] . Hence, it is reasonable to consider the microwave channel for downlinks as a Rician fading channel with additive Gaussian noise. Hence, the channel fading coefficient h l,m,n can modeled as a circulary symmetric complex Gaussian random variable, and the distribution of h l,m,n 2 is given by non-central chisquares distribution probability density function
where s 2 = µ 2 1 + µ 2 2 is the power of the LoS signal, σ 2 is the power of scattering signal, and I 0 (•) is the zeroth order modified Bessel function of the first kind.
At the beginning of communication, each cluster selects a header to connect with adjacent clusters. We assume that Q l,m,n (t) and channel conditions are known by the on-board control module, and the global network conditions (include service requirements and channel conditions) are collected by headers and then report to NCC. With powerful laser link, almost all the packets can be transmitted to the target satellite as soon as they arrive the relay satellites. Hence, we only consider the resource allocation from satellites to users, and a reasonable routing protocol is supposed to be applied for this giant network. Before each allocation, packets are assumed to be transferred based rules as follows:
• Packets are transferred to the queue of satellite covering the destination users with the cooperation of headers.
• Packets in queues of congested satellites are transferred to idle satellites covering the same destination users.
• Single packet can only be transferred into the queue of one satellite, and each queue has the same priority to make sure the balance between different users in every allocation.
B. FORMULATION OF JOINT RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM
We assume that the allocation period T is equal to the length of a super-frame. Only consider the transmitting power, the energy consumption for user n can be denoted by
where P n and t n are the transmitting power and time-slot allocated to user n. As mentioned above, the values of available bandwidth for different beams are equal to each other, we can use the bandwidth normalized capacity of user n to represent the utility of allocated power P n in a frame, which can be formulated as
where g l,m,n is the downlink-power-gain to noise ratio of user n covered by satellite m in cluster l, which can be denoted by
where λ is the wave length, G s (m) and G r (n) are the power gains of transmitting antenna for satellite m and receiving antenna for user n respectively, d is the distance between satellite and the users, and N 0 is noise power. The available bandwidth for each beam is shared by N users allocated with different TDM timeslots, hence, the achievable capacity for user n is
Trade-off curve between capacity and energy consumption.
Different form traditional allocation problem, we concern the trade-off between energy consumption and total achievable capacity. The EE maximization methods in [30] - [32] is a common way to achieve the trade-off between these two objectives. The trade curve between capacity and energy consumption is shown in Fig. 3 . As we can see, the result of EE maximization is only one feasible solution of the tradeoff curve. With accurate channel estimation, the solution of EE maximization is optimal for EE, however, it decreases the capacity performance compared with capacity maximization. Besides, there is a gap between the real trade-off curve and the estimated one because of random errors of channel estimation, and the allowance of allocation is generally used to eliminate the effects of the gap. To flexibly allocate the resource to users with different QoS demands and priorities with reasonable allowance, a dynamical and comprehensive VOLUME 5, 2017 set of feasible solutions is need for automatic control. Hence, we introduce a dynamical multi-objective optimization problem to determine the trade-off curve shown in Fig. 3 . Consider energy consumption in Eq. (3) and capacity in Eq. (4) as optimization objectives under the power, time-slot and capacity constrains, the dynamic joint power and time-slot allocation problem can be formulated as follows.
where δ l,m,n,k (t) = t n /T and P l,m,n (t) are the normalized TDM time-slot of beam k and power allocated to user n in super-frame t, respectively, and P total l,m (t) is the total available power of satellite m before the allocation for superframe t. g 1 and g 2 represent the total energy consumption and the inverse of achievable capacity for satellite m in a super-frame respectively, and g 2 ie equivalent to maximize the capacity. Eq. (7a) makes sure that the allocation satisfies the capacity requirements, and Eqs. (7b) and (7c) are the power constrains and normalized timeslot constrains for all the satellites. N l,m is the numbers of active users for satellite m in cluster l. There are some users covered by multiple satellites, we assume that the M is the set of users covered by multiple satellites, and n i is number of satellites covering user i, then, total number of user is M ×N − i∈M (n i − 1). One of the satellites can be choosed to supply downlink service for these users dynamically, and the packet are transferred before allocation based rules in previous subsection. Hence, the resource allocation needs to be optimized not only in single satellite but also between multiple satellites in a cluster, and Eqs. (7d) and (7e) ensure that one user is only serviced by one satellite at a super-frame. This problem is a NP-hard problem with two conflicting objectives, and the analytical solutions are hard to be derived. The next section discusses the complexity of this problem, and we introduce the Pareto optimization theory to analysis the problem.
III. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS AND PARETO-FRONT
It is meaningful to investigate the complexity of the problem presented previously for algorithm design. Generally, the number of computer steps required to determine the solution sets is regarded as the indicator for evaluating the performance an algorithm [36] , [37] . The problem in Eq. (7a) is a dynamic multi-objective optimization problem [37] , and the relationship between these two objectives determines the distribution of the optimal solution sets. Hence, we analyze the computational complexity and the mathematical characteristics of the problem. 
A. 3D-BPP AND NP HARDNESS
Actually, the problem in Eq. (7a) can be treated as a threedimensional bin packing problem (3D-BPP) [36] , and the total available resources space of each satellite is a container to store resource blocks allocated to users. The 3D-BPP model of resource allocation for single satellite downlinks is shown in Fig. 4 . The length and width of each resource block are P l,m,n (t) and δ l,m,n,k (t) respectively. We define C fac = C P l,m,n (t) /P l,m,n (t) as the height, and we call it the capacity factor. C fac is a function of P l,m,n (t), therefore, the height can be adjusted by changing the length of the blocks. The downlink of DSCN includes L × M containers, the total base area of all containers represents the energy consumption, i.e. g 1 in Eq. (7a), and the volume of the blocks is capacity achieved by users. In addition, adjacent containers share their space with the users in their overlapping coverage. Hence, the objectives of the 3D-BPP problem can be described as minimizing the total base area meanwhile maximizing the volume of all blocks for each container with space sharing for adjacent containers.
An optimization problem can be divided into P (polynomial) problems and NP (non-deterministic polynomial) problems, based on whether it could be solved in a polynomial time [38] . In other words, the computer steps required for the P problem to determine optimal solutions with x inputs τ (x) is equal to or less than a polynomial function, for example τ (x) ≤ αx β (where α is some constant number greater than 0, and β is a finite natural number), and it can be solved within an acceptable time for any values of x [38] . On the contrary, τ (x) of a NP problem is a non-polynomial function, such as β x and x!, and it cannot be solved within a feasible time. If we only consider maximizing the total volume in Fig. 4 , we define λ as the upper bound of timeslots allocated to the user with the lowest Q l,m,n (t). Hence, the length, width and height of each bin have more than λ combinations, and there are more than λ N combinations for N bins. So the computation step function τ (LMN ) for maximizing the total volume satisfies τ (LMN ) ≥ λ LMN , which means it is a NP-hard problem. The proposed 3D-BPP is also a NP-hard problem since maximizing the total volume is a special case of it [39] .
B. PARETO OPTIMIZATION AND PARETO-FRONT
Through previous analysis, we know that the problem in Eq. (7a) can be formulated as 3D-BPP with NP-hardness. The optimal solutions could not be determined within feasible time. Observing two objective functions g 1 and g 2 , if we enhance the value of power or time-slots of one single user, the value of g 1 will increase while g 2 decreasing. It means that these two objectives are conflicting to each other, and it makes the proposed problem becoming a Pareto optimization problem [39] . To ensure the energy minimization objective will not deteriorate the performance of the total capacity maximization, Pareto optimization can be used to reach the trade-off state called Pareto predominance equilibrium. Different from the assumption of rational subjects in Nash equilibrium [40] , the Pareto predominance equilibrium is reached based on trust relationship [41] , and the interaction and sharing of DSCN is the basis of trust relationship, hence, it is reasonable to model the problem as a Pareto optimization problem. If we consider the solution space as a hyperplane, the problem in Eq. (7a) is actually equivalent to a two-dimensional mapping denoted by
, P l,m,n ∈ P and δ l,m,n,k ∈ . The mapping process can be described by Fig. 5 . The process of finding the trade-off between these two conflicting objectives is a Pareto optimization for rejecting the dominated solutions and retaining the non-dominated ones. Therefore, the optimal solutions of the problem we proposed is a Pareto predominance equilibrium is consisted of non-dominated solutions called Pareto-front solutions.
Because of the NP-hardness and infeasibility of deriving analytical solutions, an iteration algorithm is required to accomplish the Pareto optimization. The iteration algorithm must have three characteristics as follows [42] .
• A reasonable initial solutions generating algorithm is required to acquire solutions with wide and uniform distribution in solution space.
• An efficient searching (iterating) direction is needed to change the states for acquiring non-dominated solutions with low expenditure of time.
• A scientific selecting method must be designed to reject the dominated solutions and retain the non-dominated ones.
IV. JOINT RESOURCE ALLOCATION BASED ON TDICA
We have proved that the joint power and time-slot allocation problem presented previously is a 3D-BPP as well as a NP-hard problem. Two conflicting objectives make the joint resource allocation problem becoming a Pareto optimization problem, an effective iteration algorithm with three basic characteristics is required to determine the Paretofront. Some heuristic algorithms, such as simulated annealing algorithm (SA) [43] , genetic algorithm (GA) [44] and immune clone algorithm (ICA) [18] , [45] could be used to solve the Pareto optimization problem. However, these algorithm designed for one-dimensional Pareto optimization cannot be introduced to the two-dimensional (2D) Pareto optimization problem directly, all of which are need to be improved or generalized due to the differences in mathematical characteristics. In our previous work [18] , a dynamic immune clone algorithm (DICA) was proposed to determine the Pareto-front of one-dimensional Pareto optimization. DICA determines non-dominated solutions by multiple operators of an artificial immune system. The artificial immune system consists of antigens, antibodies, the clonal operator, the inconsistent mutation operator and the antibody updating operator. The antigens and antibodies represent the Pareto optimization problem and its alternative solutions respectively. Obviously, the clonal operator, the inconsistent mutation operator and the antibody updating operator used for one-dimensional Pareto optimization cannot be applied to the 2D Pareto optimization directly.
In this paper, we design a 2D-MOA named twodimensional dynamic immune clone algorithm (TDICA), including grid based initializing, clonal operator, quaternary inconsistent mutation operator and 2D antibody selecting and updating method.
A. GRID BASED INITIALIZATION AND CLONAL OPERATOR
At the beginning of once allocation, there must be a feasible initialization method to acquire initial antibodies with wide VOLUME 5, 2017 and uniform distribution to improving the search efficiency for rest steps. The initial antibody can be generated randomly and uniformly over solution space. The initial antibodies for ICA can be denoted by
where A initial is the set of initial antibodies, (A) represents the solution space, V is the number of initial solutions, and F r (•) is a random function generating random numbers uniformly under certain constrains in solution space. It can be popularized to two-dimension for problem in Eq. (7a), thus,
However, this way only ensures the initial solutions uniformly distributing in (P) and ( ) independently, but cannot make sure the solutions uniformly distributing in ( , P) either. The left chart of Fig. 6 shows the possible distribution of 2D-intializing method in Eq. (10). As we have mentioned previously, the ( , P) is a hyperplane, hence, ( , P) is a 2 × V solution set and each solution of the set contains a 2 × LMN group of feasible allocation results for all users. To avoid the circumstance in the left one of Fig. 6 , we propose a grid based Initializing method. First, we divide ( , P) into X × Y grids, shown as the right chart of Fig. 6 , then we randomly generate solutions in each grid. The grid based Initializing method can be denoted by
where x and y are coordinates of grids,
( , P) x,y , and P l,m,n (t, it, x, y), δ l,m,n,k (t, it, x, y) ∈ ( , P) x,y . After obtaining initial solutions, we need to expand the number of the initial solutions for mutation. The clonal operator can be defined as
In Eq. (12), a i (it) is the i th alternative solution for i = 1, 2, ..., V . R and it are clonal proportion and iterations respectively. R C (•) expands the number from V to RV , then, a proper operator to change the state of cloned antibodies is required for searching the non-dominated solutions.
B. QUATERNARY INCONSISTENT MUTATION OPERATOR
The inconsistent mutation operator in ICA could improve the diversity of alternative solutions by change the value of a i j (it) randomly for all i and j = 2, ..., R. The binary inconsistent mutation operators can be formulated as follows [18] .
In Eq. (13)- (16), g max is the maximum iterations, b u and b l are the upper and lower bound of alternative solutions, and r is a random number in [0, 1]. For any a i j (it), choose an integer n randomly, if n mod 2 = 0, operate a i j (it) by R 0 2 (•), otherwise, use R 1 2 (•). The binary inconsistent mutation operator can be generalized to two-dimension problem, i.e, operating P and with Eq. (13) and (14) independently. Similar as 2D-initializing method generalized from ICA directly, the binary inconsistent mutation operator may cause the problem of heterogeneous distribution in different directions, which could degrade the performance of ergodic search for the neighborhood of all alternative solutions.
In this paper, we design the quaternary inconsistent mutation operators to improve the ergodic performance, which can be formulated as follows.
r k is a random number in [0, 1], A and α are the upper and lower bounds of α i j (it), and B and β are the upper and lower bounds of β i j (it). Choose a random integer n for a i j (it) β i j (it) T , we define f = n mod 4, and R 0 4 (•), R 1 4 (•), R 2 4 (•) and R 3 4 (•) are the inconsistent mutation operators corresponding to f = 0, f = 1, f = 2 and f = 3.
C. 2D ANTIBODY SELECTING AND UPDATING METHOD
The grid based initialization makes sure that the initial solutions distributing uniformly in the solution space, and it means that the objectives of the initial solution also have a uniform distribution in objective space. The clone operator and the quaternary inconsistent mutation operators guarantee the performance of ergodic search for neighborhood of each initial solution. However, the obtained solutions after mutation is still not the non-dominated solutions. Hence, a selecting method is required to pick up all the non-dominated solutions.
First, we should analyze the relationship of between solutions obtained from mutation and Pareto-front solutions. Consider objective space of the proposed problem, the initial solutions mapping by T (•) in Eq. (8) can be represented as the white circles in Fig. 7 , and the mutation solutions mapping by T (•) is the blue ones. The clone and mutation operators make the states (objective values) of solution changing toward directions represented by dark blue arrows in Fig. 7 , but the target directions for approaching the Pareto-front are directions indicated by pink arrows. Therefore, we should find non-dominated solutions after each mutation of the iterations algorithm. Traditional comparative method needs (S − 1)! times of comparing for S solutions. We proposed a 2D selecting method to lower the computational complexity. The 2D selection method includes 2D numbering method and the dominated number rejecting method. The 2D numbering method is denoted by
where F s (•) is a sorting function, which return the serial number of ascending order for an objective. All serial numbers of every users consist of the serial number matrix N (•),
and No (α i (it) , β i (it)) = (µ i , ν i ), for i = 1, 2, ..., V , which is the serial number of the i th alternative solution (α i (it) , β i (it)). The dominated number rejecting method can be formulated as follows.
T is a ξ ×1 matrix, ξ is the number of solutions at the moment, I k is a k × k unit matrix, and O i×j a i × j zero matrix. We start with the first non-dominated solution α k (it) with its serial number (µ k = 1, ν k = n) (shown as Fig. 7 ) . We obtain D to construct the updating matrix J. λ is the number of elements in D less than zero, and ins I ξ −λ , D is a inserting function, which inserts a zero column into i th column of 
Then, the solutions can be updated by
Then, we find the solution whose number µ k = 2 for next rejection among the non-dominated direction represented by the purple arrow in Fig. 7 until λ = ξ , which means we find all the non-dominated solutions. The dimension of the solution matrix (A, B) decreases in every steps of the 2D selecting method, actually, we only need m − 1 iterations to find m non-dominated solutions. After all non-dominated solutions are found, we should select solutions for next iteration (keep the number of solution equaling to V ). Different from [18] , we define the serial number distance for i th solution as
, j = 1, 2, (29) where g j,max and g j,min are the maximum and minimum value of objective j, and σ = 0.0001. We reject the solutions with the lower the serial number distance until the number of the solution is equal to V .
D. JOINT RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROCESS
The steps and operators of the proposed TDICA are presented previously. Consider the joint power and time-slot allocation problem in Eq. (7a), the joint resource allocation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
As we can see from the Table 1 , the grid based initialization operator imports the location information, and the location VOLUME 5, 2017
Algorithm 1 Joint Power and Time-Slot Allocation Based on TDICA Require: Clone ratio R, number of initial solutions V , maximum iteration time g max Ensure: ( , P) 1: Initialize the algorithm, set R, V , g max and it; 2: Initialize the solutions ( , P) by grid based initialization; 3: repeat 4: Clone the initial solutions by R C (•);
5:
Mutate the clonal solutions by R k 4 (•);
Obtain the serial number N ( , P) of ( , P);
Set ε = 1;
8:
Calculate the updating matrix J of the solutions whose serial number is (ε, n k );
10:
Update the ( , P) by J;
11:
until finding all non-dominated solutions 13: Rejecting number of ( , P) to V based on serial number distance; 14: Update grid number (X, Y) 15: Update ( , P) x,y based on (X, Y) for next iteration; 16: it = it + 1; 17: until it = g max 18: Update ( , P) x,y for next allocation; 19 : return ( , P) and the corresponding ; information is used to restrain the range of the mutation. At the end of an iteration, the non-dominated solutions and their grid numbers are fed back to the next iterations. The gird numbers guides the mutation operator to change the upper and lower bounds to search the neighborhood of a non-dominated solution selected by last iteration. Hence, the performance of convergence time is improved by reducing the searching range. The quaternary inconsistent mutation operator and the 2D antibody selecting and updating method are also efficient compared to the similar operators and modules in ICA, and the comparison is presented in next section. The flow chart of the joint power and time-slot allocation is shown in Fig. 8 . It shows the relationship between each module in the algorithm. At each beginning of the allocation, headers of the each cluster collect the queue size (capacity requirements) of users covered by satellites in their cluster. Then, headers select a idle satellite to determine the Paretofront solutions based on the Algorithm 1. It chooses a feasible allocation result according to weights of achievable capacity and power consumption. When iteration time meets the stopping criteria, the result is delivered to the headers, then, the headers guide satellites in their clusters to allocate the resource and update the resource space for next allocation.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide some representative simulations to analyze the performance of the proposed TDICA scheme. The convergence rates of TDICA and the traditional ICA are compared, and Pareto-fronts under different arrival rate are obtained to observe the performance of TDICA under a dynamical model. To explain the meaning of Pareto-front and prove the effectiveness of our algorithm, we also have compared the performance of the proposed 2D-MOA with methods in existing works. The simulation parameters are presented in Table 1 . We consider a DSCN with 4 clusters, each cluster includes 4 GEO (distance between users and satellite is set as 36000 km) satellites operating on 30 GHz, and each satellite covers 16 active users. Active users distribute uniformly the coverage of K active beams, where K = 2, 3, ..., 10. There are 16 users covered by two satellites simultaneously, so the total number of users is
(n i − 1) = 240. Total power of each satellite is 100 W , and the total bandwidth for each satellite is 100 MHz, which is shared by users through active beams with bandwidth reuse factor α = 4. The LoS signal to scattered signal power ratio s 2 /δ 2 is 7 dB, the total power of the receiving signal s 2 + δ 2 is 8 dB, and the Gaussian noise power is set as 10 −10 . The transmitting gain G s (m) for satellite is 50 dB, and the receiving gain is a random number in [30, 50] dB. The source arrival for each user is an independent Poisson process with fixed packet size 128 Bytes, the arrival rate for each user can be changed for different simulation conditions, which will be given in rest of the paper. The delay bound D l,m,n = 100 ms. If the queueing time of a packet is out of D l,m,n , this packet will be dropped from the queue to avoid congestion. The resource is scheduled every superframe, and the allocation is operated based on firstcome-first served basis.
A. PERFORMANCE OF TDICA
First of all, we compare the grid based initializing method and the non-grid one. To be simplified for observation, we consider 2 users of a satellite, and the queue size of these two users are 0.2 (bit\s)\Hz and 0.4 (bit\s)\Hz respectively. The capacity bound of two users can be denoted by
The performance of two initialization methods is show in Fig. 9 . The capacity bound of each user describes the lower bounds of allocated resource. The constrain projection is composed of possible values of P 1 + P 2 and δ 1 + δ 2 satisfying the capacity bounds in equation (30) , which represents feasible solution space constructed by the constrain conditions below.
The non-grid based method is described by Eq. (10). The solution space are divide into 3 × 4 grids based on the constrain projection. 60 pairs (for two users) of solutions are initialized based on two methods under constrains of the constrain projection. As we can see from the Fig. 9 , the solutions of gride based initialization for users 1 and user 2 distribute more uniformly in the solution space of each user than the non-grid based one in traditional ICA algorithm. It is because that the non-grid based method considers the constrains of time-slots and power as independent conditions, on the contrary, the proposed grid based method introduces the relationship between two variables to make sure the initial solutions is uniform among the entire two dimensional space. More uniform distribution can help the mutation and selecting modules to find the non-dominated solution with more efficiency, In another word, it can improve the convergence rate with little sacrificing of complexity. The grid serial number can be used for next iteration to make further improvement of convergence performance, which will be proved with rest of the simulation results.
We also compare the performance of quaternary mutation method and the 2D selecting and updating method of the proposed TDICA with the improved ICA algorithm. The improved ICA algorithm is generalized from [45] , and it calculates the Pareto-front solutions by non-grid initialization (Eq. (10)), clone operator (Eq. (12)), binary inconsistent mutation operator (Eq. (13), (14)), comparative method and updating methods (Eq. (28), (29)). The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . The Pareto-front solutions obtained by these two algorithms are presented in Fig. 10 . We simulate once allocation without considering the dynamism and select non-dominated solutions of each iteration and output all non-dominated solutions. The average source arrival rate λ l,m,n is set as 8 Mbps, and the number of beams in each satellite is 10. As we can see, there is a small gap between two Pareto-fronts, which means the TDICA algorithm can find more accurate Pareto-front than the improved ICA. The grid serial number used to locate the positions of non-dominated solutions could narrow the search space for next iteration, and it is the reason that the accuracy improves. The TDICA algorithm could find more Pareto-front solutions than improved ICA with the same times of iterations. The reason is that quaternary method makes all the mutating directions equiprobable, which ensures the exhaustive searching for neighborhood of an initial solution. The convergence rate of different algorithms is shown in Fig. 11 , the number of non-dominated solutions is counted every 50 iterations to represent the convergence rate. We can find that the three modules we proposed improve the convergence performance to different extent. . 12 shows the Pareto-fronts obtained by TDICA under different total arrival rate. The average arrival rates of different users are generated randomly under the constrain of λ l,m,n = λ tot , where λ tot is the total arrival rate. This simulation scene can be treat as the dynamical model with different traffic for each allocation. The serial number of the solutions is used to update the solution space for next allocation and narrow the searching space. As we can see, the proposed TDICA can obtain enough Pareto-front solutions to satisfy different traffic demand with the same iteration time, which proves the robustness of the proposed TDICA. Actually, with solution space updating, the convergence rate could be gradually enhanced for the dynamical scene. We also compare the convergence time of TDICA and ICA with GA in [44] and non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) in [17] , which is shown in the Fig. 13 . The parameters of NSGA and NSGA-II are shown in Table 2 , and the operations and steps of these two algorithms could be found in relevant references [17] and [44] . The maximum generation is set as 400, which means the maximum iteration is 400 and the time of fitness evaluations is 500 × 400 = 200000. The convergence time is the number of iterations used by algorithms to obtain 500 non-dominated solutions. Similar to the result of Fig. 11 , TDICA performs better than the ICA, GA and NSGA-II with dynamical traffic model, and with the searching space updating, the convergence performance of the proposed TDICA could be enhanced period by period.
B. COMPARISON BETWEEN MOA AND SOA
Through previous analysis, we prove the effectiveness of the proposed TDICA. However, the application of MOA and its Pareto-front solutions is still unknown. The goal of MOA is to find a trade-off between multiple conflicting objectives, while SOA is searching for the optimal solutions for single objective. Actually, there is a relationship between SOA and MOA, and the Pareto optimization problem can be transformed into a SOA under certain conditions. As we mentioned previously, packets of the users covered by multiple satellites could be transmitted by any satellites that covers the users. Hence, the allocation must be optimized among these satellites. We compared the performance of 1D-MOA with 2D-MOA under different conditions (with and without inter-satellite optimization), and the result is shown in Fig. 14 . The scenario without inter-satellite optimization means that all the packets of one user can only transmitted by the same satellite during the simulation time. We consider two 1D-MOA to compare with the joint power and time slot allocation (PTA): optimal timeslot allocation (OTA) and optimal power allocation (OPA). OTA is the method that allocate TDM timeslot to users with the same power, and OPA means that allocate power to users under the same length of transmitting timeslot. This two methods only consider the optimization of one-dimensional resource under two conflicting objectives we proposed, hence, these two methods are 1D-MOA. Different from Fig. 13 , we use the total capacity instead of the reciprocal of total capacity, and we adopt the Monte-Carlo simulation with 1000 times of allocation under the total arrival rate λ tot = 2400 Mbps. As we can see, with the same energy consumption, methods with inter-satellite optimization achieve higher capacity than the method without inter-satellite optimization. Because of considering optimization of power and timeslots at the same time, the 2D-MOA method performs better than 1D-MOAs. We also compare the performances of SOA and MOA, and results are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 . If power resources are equally allocated to each carrier, we only need to allocated the time-slots to each user according to queue size Q n . It is a one-dimensional optimization problem, only consider the objective g 1 , the 1D-SOA solutions for time-slots allocation can be formulated as
If time-slots are equally allocated all users, available normalized time-slots of each user is K /N . Similarly, We only consider the objective g 1 , the 1D-SOA solutions for power allocation can be formulated as SOA and MOA, we compare the energy consumption of different algorithms under the same conditions. The red and green line represent the SOA solutions in Eqs. (32) and (33) respectively. The energy bound is the energy consumption lower bound for K > N . We also introduce the joint power and time-slots allocation algorithm based on energy conservation in [14] and the multi-objective power allocation in [17] . The dark blue and black line are the minimum energy and maximum capacity results of the TDICA (2D-MOA), these two results are actually the limiting cases of the Paretofront. With a value of energy consumption between these two results, we can always find a non-dominated solution to achieve maximum capacity, and we define the region between these two results as Pareto feasible region. As we can see, the solutions in the Pareto feasible region are all nondominated ones, which means that the solutions are Paretooptimal. The minimum energy result of the 2D-MOA is equivalent to the 2D-SOA in [14] , the 2D-SOA has better performance under the same objective of 1D-SOA, and the 2D-MOA performs better than 1D-MOA in [14] . It means that, if the objective of SOA is one objective of MOA under the same constrains, the SOA is a special case of the MOA. Actually, the Pareto-front solutions in this paper are sets of cases in the Pareto feasible region. We can choose the optimal solutions from the Pareto-front solutions according the weights of two objectives. The definition of optimal solutions is based on a certain objective function, within the Pareto feasible region, there is always a optimal result for a given objectives. Hence, the proposed 2D-MOA is optimal for determine the trade-off between energy consumption and capacity. Energy consumption is an important optimization objective for satellite communication system, especially during a solar eclipse. However, the minimum energy consumption allocation needs accurate real-time information of channel conditions for generating feasible solutions to satisfy the requirement, but there is always a random error in the estimation of channel conditions. Hence, the allowance of allocation is commonly used in engineering practice. The Fig. 16 shows the power consumption of different algorithm under different total arrival rate (normalized with bandwidth). The a% allowance results are the solutions from Paretofront with a% capacity allowance upon the total traffic, and the number of beams is 10. Observing the simulation result, we can find that the performing differences between SOA and MOA are similar to Fig. 15 , and the 2D-MOA can provide solutions with multiple allowance and minimum energy consumption. For example, when the total arrival rate is 1.4 (bit/s)/Hz, the solutions with 2% and 5% total capacity allowance provided by 2D-MOA in our paper only cost extra 0.772 J and 2.152 J compared with the minimum energy consumption. Therefore, We can choose a proper set of solutions for allocation and adjustment of resources based on 2D-MOA, and it can provide more flexibility to adapt the dynamism and complexity of resource allocation in the DSCN.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this papaer, the characteristics of the DSCN downlinks has been described and analyzed, based on this, a reasonable model for downlinks of DSCN has been designed. Considering inter-satellite resource optimization, limitation of resource and two valuable resources in DSCN, i.e, time-slot and power, a joint resource allocation problem with minimum power consumption objective and maximum system capacity objective has been formulated. The proposed problem was modeled as a 3D-BPP model and have been proved to be a Pareto optimization problem with NP-hardness. To solve this problem, an 2D-MOA named TDICA has been Proposed, which includes grid based initializing, clonal operator, quaternary inconsistent mutation operator and 2D antibody selecting and updating method.
With numerical simulation results, the performance of the proposed TDICA has been analyzed. Under the same simulation conditions, the proposed TDICA has better convergence performance than existing ICA, GA and NSGA-II, and it could obtain more non-dominated solutions in each iteration with better accuracy than ICA. With inter-satellite resource optimization, the total capacity could be significantly improved. Moreover, compared with 1D-MOAs and SOAs, the 2D-MOA could save more energy and achieve higher total capacity. The MOA is equivalent to SOAs under certain conditions, and we can always find a optimal solution in Pareto solutions obtained by 2D-MOA for SOAs within the Pareto feasible region. Hence, the Pareto solutions obtained by MOA is more comprehensive for reflecting the competitive relationship among objectives of SOAs. Hence, the proposed algorithm could supply a more feasible framework to realize the trade-off between energy consumption and system capacity. HAO 
